
ta b l e t o p  i n s p i r at i o n

terra tableware guide



The GenWare product range 

offers the perfect balance of 

quality, fit for purpose and 

value for money. With an 

extensive UK stockholding 

and availability, GenWare 
products can be selected 

and ordered for immediate 

dispatch across the UK, 

Ireland and Europe. Food 

presentation is so important, 

and our extensive range 

of Terra Porcelain and 

Terra Stoneware tableware 

products showcased in this 

brochure sit perfectly in 

casual dining settings as well 

as fine dining establishments. 

Explore our full range here. 

ABOUT US

explore the complete terra 
tableware range 
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Terra Porcelain’s undefined beauty is crafted 

through natural effect and spontaneous 

reactions which occur in the kiln. A unique 

glaze formula, combined with high 

temperature firing, results in no two pieces 

looking exactly alike. Colour intensity 

varies from piece to piece, creating a truly 

distinctive look.

matt greyaqua blue rose pink

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TERRA PORCELAIN

smoke grey

sea foam

rustic copper cinder black

FEATURES

high temperature 
firing

polished 
foot

unique glaze 
formula

fully 
vitrified

conforms to bs4034 
quality standard

microwave, dishwasher, 
oven & freezer safe

rolled 
edge
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All items are priced 
individually and sold in packs

ICON GUIDE

Oven Safe

Microwave Safe

Freezer Safe

Dishwasher Safe
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Seafoam Terra Porcelain

With a heady mix of blues, greys and whites our 

Seafoam range evokes strong sense of the ocean and 

the breaking of waves. The natural tones highlight the 

rich colours of fresh foods making it a stunning backdrop 

for chefs. 

click here to view full range
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Presentation Plate
pr-psf26

Presentation Plate
pr-psf18

Narrow Rectangular Plate
nr-psf27

Coffee Cup & Saucer 
cup-psf28 / scr-psf14

Ramekin
ram-psf2

Coupe Plate
cp-psf19

fresh
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Rectangular Platter
nr-psf32

Coupe Bowl
cb-psf23

Presentation Plate
pr-psf21

Teapot / Jug
tp-psf50 / jug-psf9

Narrow Rectangular Platter
nr-psf30

Coupe Plate
cp-psf27 eye  catch ing

calm
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Matt Grey Scalloped Terra Porcelain

The gentle scalloping on these unique Terra products is 

sure to turn heads. With fresh style they bring a sense 

of playfulness to your tabletop. They pair well with our 

Rose Pink Terra and our Vintage Steel range.

click here to view full range
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Coupe Plate
cp-smg23

Coupe Plate
cp-smg20

Round Bowl
bw-smg13

Round Bowl
bw-smg13

Coupe Bowl
cb-smg23 d ist inct ive

modern
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Coupe Plate
cp-smg26

Coupe Plate
cp-smg20

Coupe Plate
cp-smg26

Coupe Plate
cp-smg20

Coupe Bowl
cb-smg20

fresh
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Organic Smoke Grey Terra Porcelain

The neutral and gentle warm grey tones of the Organic 

Smoke Grey are a stunning background to any dish. The 

natural shades and shapes give the dishes an artisan 

feel. They are ideal for use in both casual café settings 

and speciality restaurants complimenting fresh foods 

perfectly. 

click here to view full range
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Bowl

bw-pgg16
Plate

cp-pgg21

Coupe Bowl
cb-pgg26

art i sanal

sty l i sh
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Platter
pl-pgg31

Bowl
bw-pgg16

Plate
cp-pgg25

Coupe Bowl
cb-pgg26

Coupe Bowl
cb-pgg26

Ramekin
ram-pgg3 natural
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Organic Aqua Blue Terra Porcelain

Organic Terra has a feel of hand thrown porcelain and 

is perfect with its imperfections. The rich blue tones 

are striking and complement everything from fresh, 

crisp salads to hearty meals - bringing out their natural, 

organic feel. 

click here to view full range
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Ramekin

ram-pblg3

Bowl
bw-pblg16

Plate
cp-pblg28

Coupe Bowl
cb-pblg21natural
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Bowl
bw-pblg22

Platter
pl-pblg31

Plate
cp-pblg25

Plate
cp-pblg21

Coupe Bowl
cb-pblg26 v ibrant

or ig inal
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Rose Pink Terra Porcelain

Rose Pink tones have laid back glamour down to a tee. 

They grab your attention when paired with a bright white 

but can create quietly charming atmosphere with greys 

creams and pastels. The colour palette lends itself to 

serving desserts, brunches, and vegan dishes.

click here to view full range
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Coupe Bowl

cb-prs20

Coupe Plate
cp-prs24

Mug
mug-prs32

Low Presentation Plate
lp-prs18

Conical Bowl
cn-prs14

Jug / Ramekin
jug-prs9 / ram-prs1

br ight
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Presentation Plate

pb-prs21

Presentation Bowl
pb-prs18

Rectangular Plate
rp-prs24

Coupe Plate
cp-prs19

Narrow Rectangular Platter
nr-prs27

Espresso Mug & Saucer
cup-prs9 / scr-prs11joyful

str i k ing
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Matt Grey Terra Porcelain

Matt Grey Terra provides a blank slate allowing chefs 

to showcase their talents to the full. The cool tones of 

Matt Grey are the epitome of modern style, making your 

presentation effortlessly elegant. The versatile shade 

works well for tabletop showstoppers and vibrant dishes.

click here to view full range
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Tea  Pot
tp-pmg30

Dip Pot
dp-pmg3

Espresso cup & Saucer
cup-pmg9 / scr-pmg11

Low Presentation Plate
lp-pmg25

e l egantJug
jug-pmg9

contemporary
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Rectangular Plate
rp-pmg24

Presentation Bowl
pb-pmg13

Coupe Bowl
cb-pmg20

Round Bowl
bw-pmg11

Conical Bowl
cn-pmg14

Coupe Plate
cp-pmg19

Low Presentation Plate
lp-pmg18versat i l e
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Smoke Grey Terra Porcelain

The warm undertones of the rich stony grey gives your 

dishes a modern feel. The deep undertones provide a 

perfect counterpoint for fresh foods, bringing your table 

presentation to life. These smoky hues pair well with 

Forge and Rose Pink ranges. 

click here to view full range
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Rectangular Plate
rp-pg29

Presentation Plate
pr-pg21

Chip Cup 
cc-pg32 

Ramekin
ram-pg1

Coupe Plate
cp-pg19

Low Presentation Plate
lp-pg21e f f ect ive
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Narrow Rectangular Platter
nr-pg32

Presentation Bowl
pb-pg13

Coupe Bowl
cb-pg20

Dip Pot
dp-pg3

Tea Pot
tp-pg50stunn ing

warm
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Rustic Copper Terra Porcelain

The rich and earthy browns of Rustic Copper match 

the natural palettes of your fresh ingredients, helping 

to improve the overall food presentation. These pair 

well with Cinder Black to create a unique tabletop 

experience. 

click here to view full range
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Presentation Bowl
pb-prc13

Deep Coupe Plate
dc-prc28

Deep Coupe Plate
dc-prc21

Conical Bowl
cn-prc14

Low Presentation Plate
lp- prc18

d ist inct ive
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Rectangular Plate
rp-prc24

Coupe Bowl
cb-prc20

Narrow Rectangular Platter
nr-prc30

Coupe Plate
cp-prc27

Ramekin
ram-prc2

r ich

earthy
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Aqua Blue Terra Porcelain

Aqua Blue Terra has a depth of colour with rich dappling 

from the effects of the kiln and unique glaze. The colour 

fits into most colour schemes and adds a pop of positive 

brightness to any establishment. Why not try it mixed 

with pinks and greys to see it at its best! 

click here to view full range
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Coupe Plate

cp-pbl24

Low Presentation Plate
lp-pbl18

Ramekin
ram-pbl1

Conical Bowl
cn-pbl14

Tapas Dish
td-pbl10

v iv id

colourful
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Presentation Plate
pr-pbl18

Deep Coupe Plate
dc-pbl21

Tea Pot 
tp-pbl50

Rectangular Platter
nr-pbl27

Rectangular Plate
rp-pbl24

Coupe Bowl
cb-pbl27

un ique
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Cinder Black Terra Porcelain

Dark and stylishly moody, the Cinder Black Terra is 

effortlessly sophisticated. The dramatic colour palette 

brings atmosphere to any establishment. The deep 

shade works well for Asian and Mediterranean cuisines 

and pairs well with wooden tableware.

click here to view full range
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Ramekin
ram-pbk1

Coupe Plate
cp-pbk24

Presentation Bowl
pb-pbk13

Rectangular Plate
rp-pbk24

modern

al lur ing
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Deep Coupe Plate
dc-pbk21

Presentation Plate
pr-pbk26

Low Presentation Plate
lp-pbk18

Coffee Cup & Saucer / Jug
cup-pbk28 / jug-pbk9

Narrow Rectangular Platter
nr-pbk27

Coupe Bowl
cb-pbk20

Conical Bowl
cn-pbk14

v ibrant

dramat ic
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Natural variations in the reactive glaze adds 

to the authenticity of the Antigo range. 

The Antigo Denim range is rich in colour 

and striking in appearance. In contrast, the 

Antigo Barley range features soft and warm 

white tones making it the perfect canvas 

when presenting fresh and vibrant dishes. 

antigo antigo denim antigo barley

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
TERRA STONEWARE

FEATURES

oven, freezer, 
dishwasher and 
microwave safe

strong and 
durable

strong and 
durable

coloured 
glaze finish

stoneware 
material

rolled 
edge
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All items are priced 
individually and sold in packs

Antigo products will tend 
to show wear and tear to a 

greater degree than standard 
glazed white items

ICON GUIDE

Oven Safe

Microwave Safe

Freezer Safe

Dishwasher Safe
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Antigo Terra Stoneware

Antigo, Portuguese for old or ancient, is inspired by the 

aging of Bronze. The grey finish with subtle highlights of 

green captures this process like no other with an unusual 

sense of historical importance. Natural variations in the 

reactive glaze blend rustic and contemporary styles. 

click here to view full range
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Coupe Bowl
cb-an23

Round Bowl
bw-an11

Oval Plate
pl-an21

Presentation Plate
pr-an26rust ic

Rectangular Plate
rp-an24
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Ramekin
ram-an15

Coupe Plate
cp-an24

Tapas Dish
td-an10

Pizza Plate
pp-an33

Cup & Saucer
cup-an30dynam ic

remarkable
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Antigo Denim Terra Stoneware

The stunning Denim Blue colour has the variation you 

would expect from hand crafted items. The stylish 

stoneware brings a gourmet touch to your food 

presentation. It contrasts perfectly with Antigo Barley to 

make a stunning statement.

click here to view full range
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Coupe Plate

cp-adm24

Coupe Plate
cp-adm27

Coupe Bowl
cb-adm23

Rectangular Plate
rp-adm29

Round Bowl
bw-adm11

matte
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Coupe Bowl
cb-adm27

Presentation Plate
pr-adm18

Presentation Plate
pr-adm21

modern

opulent

Presentation Plate
pr-adm26
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Antigo Barley Terra Stoneware

Antigo Barley simply oozes charm and character. The 

warm gentle tones are subtle and elegant, making a 

flawless canvas. The creamy barley hues make plating 

a dream, allowing fresh dishes to explode with vibrant 

colours.

click here to view full range
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Coupe Bowl

cb-abr23

Rectangular Plate
rp-abr29

Coupe Plate
cp-abr24

Round Bowl
bw-abr11

Presentation Plate
pr-abr26

soph i s t icated

re f ined
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Ramekin

ram-abr15

Round Bowl
bw-abr12

Rectangular Plate
rp-abr34

Presentation Plate
pr-abr18

Presentation Plate
pr-abr21

Coupe Plate
cp-abr19 fresh






